THE TENDRING DIABETES PATIENT GROUP.

The minutes of the meeting held at Sams Hall Rosemary Road Clacton on
Thursday 5th of October 2017.
Apologies were received from Brenda Miller.
Those present were, Vic Miller Acting Chairman, Valerie Miller, Hazel Bruce, Derek
Bruce, Joy Cross, Peter Cross and Ken Marriott.
Vic opened the meeting. thanking those present for their continued support and again
voicing his disappointment at the low turnout.
Our speaker this month was Lauren Neeve from Active Essex she was welcomed by
Vic on behalf of the group.
Lauren began her presentation with an explanation of the aims and objectives of
Active Essex, and how diabetics can benefit from their message. The group were
made fully aware of the need for an active lifestyle even if taken at a modest pace.
Lauren explained how everyday tasks can be part of an exercise regime, simple tasks
such walking the dog, gardening, hoovering, hanging out the linen etc. A short
exercise related to the amount of time we exercise was conducted, many of the group
were surprised to see how much exercise they were already getting and how much
more they could have.
Regrettably Lauren had another appointment and had to leave after an hour, the group
felt it was an hour well spent having all learned something of value. Vic thanked
Lauren for her time and effort on the groups behalf.
Following the departure of Lauren the group had a period of discussion, this centred
mainly on the size of the group and what could be done to expand the membership.
Vic informed the group that since the last meeting he has conducted a leaflet and
poster drop, concentrating on Doctors, chemists, Clapton Hospital and supermarkets.
All agreed that this may bring in some fresh faces.
There being no further business the meeting closed at 12-30pm

